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제품명
Instruction for Use

이지덤 뷰티 설명서
사이즈
132x215mm

Beauty

재질
모조80g

코팅

BAND

(CR, 라미레이팅, UV 등)

Description

후가공

EasyDerm Band is a viscous hydrocolloid dressing bag, which is used to prevent wound contamination and protect wounds,
which is composed of an outer layer of a polyurethane film that can adjust water evaporation and a viscous hydrocolloid layer
which contacts the wound, absorbs secretions and protects the wound.

(형압, 박 등)

Ingredients

접착

(맞뚜껑, 1면, 1면자동 등)

Polyurethane film coated with hydrocolloid adhesive

Indications
EasyDerm Band is indicated for absorption and protection of the exudation of wound sites.

특이사항

Contraindications
1. Deep wounds, muscle, open bone or tendon wounds are prohibited.
2. Infected wounds (abnormal wounds such as redness, pus, fever and edema) are prohibited.

색상

Instruction for use

K
Pantone 169c

1. Rinse the wound with clean water or normal saline and dry it.
2. Make sure the skin is clean and dry, and do not apply cream.
3. Cut the product larger than the wound, remove the protective film and stick it on the wound.
4. Press gently to make the product stick firmly.
5. This product expands and turns white after absorbing exudate. Apply this product to fully absorb the exudate.
6. When the product no longer expands or the exudate leaks out, remove it and replace it with a new product.
7. One paste at a time, one or more times a day.
8. When removing, press one end of the product and gently pull it up at the same time.

Precautions/Caution

자재코드

1. This product is a disposable product and is prohibited from reuse.
2. Products with damaged packaging or unsealed may be at risk of infection. Please do not use them.
3. Confirm the validity period of the product, and do not use the damaged or contaminated product after unpacking
inspection.

CS1-EV09-1

Side effects
CONFIDENTIAL

In case of rash, fever, allergy or infection during the use of this product, stop using it immediately and use it under the
guidance of a doctor or pharmacist.

Shelf life

36 months

Storage
1. This product is a disposable product and is prohibited from reuse.
2. Prevent from direct light and humidity.
3. Store at room temperature（1～30℃）.

Packing
27 Spots/1 Box
39 Spots/1 Box
57 Spots/1 Box
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